Our reviewer writes:

My statement was indeed incorrect and I apologize. The conferences are listed and analyzed. I was misled by the Index! There are five indexes: two Personal Author indexes, one for the first author and another for the second and further authors, and a Corporate Author index, all described as referring to the serial number of all the entries (p.ix); a Systematic index, arranged according to the Classification Literature Classification (CLC), covering only the conference papers, excluding even the subjects contained in the conference titles; and a Name and Subject index, referring to the whole volume, some entries referring directly to the bibliographic entry number, others (denoting the subject of conference papers) referring to the CLC notation.

In the Corporate Author index I found 'Aslib' and 'Aslib Library' but no further subheadings. However, lower down the page I found 'Coordinate indexing Group' and one reference—to abstract no. 1366, which cited the first Informatics conference in 1973.

I should not, of course, have stopped there. The Name and Subject index would have given me

Aslib Coordinate Indexing Group, 1974 conference 1544 1728

which would have added two more, since the numbered abstracts referred to the second and third Informatics conferences. The same index also gave Informatics Conferences

1—1973 1366—1385
2—1974 1544—1558
3—1975 1728—1739
4—1979 2700—2729

which would almost have given the complete sequence for a single looking-up. The fourth conference was not a full Informatics conference but a one-day Colloquium entitled 'About Aboutness', and it was reported only in summary form. The reference to that summary appeared in the Name and Subject index as,

Aboutness, colloquy 1977 2240

From all of the foregoing I draw a number of conclusions.

1. I should have suspected that in such a thorough piece of work as Dahlberg's bibliography an important sequence of conference reports would not have been omitted, and I should have searched the text under the appropriate year headings for the sought citations.

2. An incomplete index entry under a specific heading is more misleading than no entry at all under that heading, since in the latter case the searcher is forced to think of alternative leads.

3. A multiplicity of indexes is, generally speaking, to be avoided. The five indexes to this one volume would have been less confusing had the two Personal Author indexes been amalgamated and the Corporate Author index been interfiled with the Name and Subject index, which, inspection reveals, partially duplicates it.

MARY PIGGOTT

---
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